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Abstract
Supporting Frame Innovation of Multicopter Drones. A drone is a robotic vehicle with limited decision
making abilities and remote control possibilities. Most recently it is synonymous with the term UAV
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), an aircraft controlled by its own artificial intelligence onboard and with the
possibility of remote control from a ground station. Among existing drones, multicopters are the most
diffused and growing sector for remote sensing. This patent is regarding the chassis and frame
improvement aimed at significantly improving flight performance and safety introducing a new
generation of multicopters.
Figure 2 – The Drone prototype in high altitude flight.

The Technology and its advantage
This patent introduces a perimetrical chassis that provides a rigid connection among the motors and
improves flight dynamics without the classic radial spoke. This chassis is lighter than classic models in a
high number motor configuration allowing for a heavier payload or an improved flight time. Along with
these improvements, the new design supports multiple motor configuration in a single chassis: a
quadricopter, hexacopter, octocopter, or more depending on the flight needs. The rigid connection among
the motors, fundamental for the best flight dynamics, is independent from the frame that supports the
flight sensor and payload instruments allowing for notable improvements to lower the transmission of
vibrations. The patent also introduces a continuous variable motor configuration even during flight. This
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technology allows for a stable flight attitude in the event of an engine failure by reconfiguring the
geometrical thrust and allowing for safe emergency landing without damaging or destroying the payload
or causing danger to people and property. The variable motor configuration has a notable advantage in
flight performance (better manoeuvrability and flight stability) but also in safety.

Market opportunity
This patent involve the flight chassis which influences flight dynamics and therefore can be considered a
technology which interests the multicopter drone market at all levels. Consequently, the market
opportunities are numerous, from advanced drone factory production to companies that offer exclusive
and advantageous drone services. The production of drones with a high level of safety and
manoeuvrability is of increasing interest in the consumer market (for sport or hobby) but especially in the
professional market. Sophisticated, heavy and costly instruments can be safely transported with low risk
of damage, and therefore lower insurance costs, thanks to the patented technology. The regulations of
professional drone use will eventually require flight certification which will favour drones equipped with
advanced safety systems like this in flight variable motor configuration patent. The services which could
be offered with a drone with a perimetrical chassis and a continuous in flight variable motor configuration
would increase the use of this type of aircraft in sectors such as: environmental risk and hazard
management, public and private security, preservation of architectural and archaeological heritage,
agricultural analysis and delivery services.
Figure 3 – The Drone prototype during a dusk recognition mission.
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